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Well hello. Welcome to episode 37 of the Calm Living Blueprint podcast. My 

name is Candice Esposito, the founder of the Calm Living Blueprint and I‟ll 

be your humble host for this episode. 

Okay, fess up. We all do it. I‟m talking about comparing ourselves to others. 

Yeah. You ever catch yourself doing that while you‟re browsing Instagram or 

Facebook? When you overhear someone‟s good news about a job promotion 

or a vacation that they are taking? 

How does comparing yourself to others make you feel? Generally not good, 

right? So in this episode we‟re going to explore why we compare, how we 

compare and, most importantly, how to break free from this heartbreakingly 

futile habit. 

So stay tuned to find out exactly how to do that. 

Before we get into that, a quick reminder that the show notes for every 

episode are available on the Calm Living Blueprint website. The show notes 

include the mp3 recording, the transcript of the podcast, any resources 

mentioned, as well as the homeplay that I recommend in each episode. The 

show notes for today‟s episode can be found at CalmLivingBlueprint.com/37. 

That‟s the number 3-7 as in episode number 37. 

And I‟ve got some exciting news to pass along… I will be holding monthly 

hangouts for the Calm Living community. Live online events, where you can 

come hangout with me and the rest of the community, ask questions… we‟ll 

cover different topics each month. The purpose is to provide you with even 

more valuable content that you can benefit from and use to help overcome 

anxiety, depression and stress.  

If this sounds good to you, if you‟re interested in checking it out please visit 

CalmLivingBlueprint.com/event.  

And, the good news doesn‟t end there… I‟ve decided to offer complimentary 

strategy sessions to the podcast listeners. I‟ve been getting a lot of inquiries 

from listeners about how they can work with me directly… so the purpose of 

the strategy session is for us to have a chat about that… identify where 

you‟re at right now, where you‟d like to be and what the obstacles are that 
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are getting in your way from being there already… so to help you gain a lot 

of clarity surrounding that so that we can then identify what the next best 

step would be for you to take. And if the Calm Living Blueprint mentors‟ 

program is a good fit, I‟ll let you know and we can discuss that… if it‟s not, if 

there‟s something else that would be a better fit I‟ll let you know that, too. 

Okay, so if you are interested in setting up a Social Confidence Strategy 

Session with yours truly please visit CalmLivingBlueprint.com/call.  

Alright, so let‟s get on with the episode… 

“Comparison is the thief of joy.” Theodore Roosevelt spoke those words and 

I think he‟s right… 

Comparison is the thief of joy. 

We all do it though, don‟t we? 

I caught myself just the other day comparing myself to others. I was 

scrolling through my Facebook newsfeed on Halloween… all these pictures of 

my friends and acquaintances with their children dressed up in costumes, 

having fun. They all look so happy, living wonderful lives. And I‟m truly 

happy for them. 

Yet… yet, I caught my mind in the old comparison trap…  thinking man, their 

lives look better than mine, so much more exciting. Here I am still single, no 

children, surfing my Facebook newsfeed alone on Friday night while they‟re 

probably out having fun.  And getting tangled up in that comparison story 

not only made me feel depressed about my current circumstances, it made 

me feel bad about feeling that way… right, because then that leads into the 

“I shouldn‟t feel this way story,” I should be grateful for what I have, I 

should feel happy for my friends… and on and on. 

Sound familiar? Have you ever caught yourself in a similar vicious 

comparison thought cycle? 

And the social media thing is just one example… we compare the job we 

have with the jobs other people have, we compare how we look to how other 

people look, we see pictures of people traveling or learning a new language 
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or eating at a new restaurant or going to some exotic resort and we wonder 

why we‟re not. What‟s wrong with us? 

We look at what others are doing and we wish we were doing that too. We 

look at how others look and we wish we looked the same way. We look at 

how others act and we wish we acted the same way. 

And all this comparing just makes us feel bad. It‟s one of the most common 

reasons why people are not content with their lives – because we compare 

ourselves so much to others. 

What we don‟t consider or realize, however, is that the truth is we‟re 

comparing ourselves to an ideal, a fantasy. We‟re comparing ourselves to 

something that doesn‟t even exist, an illusion our mind has created. 

Think about it: you‟re not comparing apples to apples are you? You never 

can if you‟re comparing yourself to someone else. No two people are the 

same. It‟ll never be a fair comparison. 

Let‟s go back to my Facebook example… okay, so I‟m seeing the typical 

things people are posting – pictures of people at parties, at the beach or on 

vacation, having a great dinner, going for a run, doing yoga, having fun with 

their kids, etc… generally, it appears, living an amazing life. 

But people aren‟t posting pictures of themselves doing mundane, boring 

things, are they? They too, sit around surfing their Facebook newsfeed on 

Friday night. They‟re not posting about their anxieties or fears, their 

arguments or procrastinations or their insecurities, right?  

Of course not. It‟s a skewed comparison. We don‟t have all the information. 

We don‟t have the complete context. Nothing is really the same in our lives. 

We typically compare the worst we perceive of ourselves to the best we 

presume about others. So the comparison will always be unfair. 

Comparisons, by their very nature, require measurements, some kind of 

quantification. What matters most in life to you though? Can that be 

measured? For me, what matters most is love, family, kindness, giving, 

serving, peace… those can‟t be quantified. Ultimately, what matters most is 

beyond measurement.  
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Alright, so that‟s looking at it from a more logical way… but, even if 

everything were exactly the same (I know that is impossible, but just say 

hypothetically), even if every detail, every factor, the entire context were 

exactly the same… how would the comparison even be useful? Does the 

comparison serve you in any meaningful way? 

Comparison is meaningless.  

Who determines what “better” is? Is there even such a thing? 

Do the highlights of your life need to be so-called better than someone else‟s 

highlights?  

Do the highlights of our lives even determine our happiness? Are they really 

what life is all about?  

Does happiness come from all that or does it come from appreciating what‟s 

in front of you, being grateful for what you already have?  

What is going to serve you better? Wishing you were someone else or loving 

where you are, loving what you are doing and loving who you are with?   

What really matters to you? 

You are too unique to compare. Your gifts, your talents, your contributions 

to this world, your purpose – they‟re yours. They are all yours and 

completely unique to you. They can‟t be compared. You are beyond 

comparison. 

And think about what we are doing, too, to the person we compare 

ourselves to… in a sense, we‟re doing them a disservice, aren‟t we? We end 

up feeling resentful towards not only ourselves, but towards them, too. A 

comparison is a type of judgement. We‟re judging them. And when we judge 

someone are we truly loving them? 

As Bernard Grasset said, “To love is to stop comparing.” 

Comparisons are futile. Comparisons add no value, meaning or fulfillment to 

our lives. They only distract from it.  
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And let‟s say you even so-called “win” the comparison game… you don‟t 

really win, do you? It just creates distance, separation between you and 

others. I and the other. In comparisons someone always has to lose so 

someone else can win. What kind of energy are you bringing to the world 

when you accept those beliefs as truth? What do you think you‟ll attract into 

your life with that kind of energy? 

Okay, so I‟m going to assume at this point we‟re on the same page… and 

that you‟re probably wondering, alright then, how do I break free and let go 

of this habit of comparing myself to others? 

I‟m glad you asked… 

Step 1: Bring awareness. Now you are aware of the foolish and harmful 

nature of comparisons… notice how comparison affects and has affected your 

life. Most often we compare without realizing we‟re doing it… you stop that 

by noticing, by catching yourself in those moments. Become conscious of 

what you are doing. Just the fact that you‟re listening to this right now will 

lead you to do that… it‟s going to be at the forefront of your mind. Keep it 

there, practice over the next few days… and soon it‟ll be hard not to notice.  

Step 2: Pause. Once you‟ve caught yourself comparing, stop for a moment. 

It‟s not about judging yourself or berating yourself. Simply acknowledge 

what you are doing and gently shift your focus. 

Step 3: Shift your focus. Focus on what you do have. Focus on your 

blessings. Focus on the people you have in your life, the fact that you are 

alive at all.  Focus on your strengths and successes. Celebrate them, be 

proud of them. You already have within you all you need – you already have 

the capacity to love, to serve, to contribute. You have your own unique 

perspective due to your own unique experiences and gifts. Focus on that. 

Ask yourself, what am I grateful for? Seek out gratitude and appreciation 

and wonder and truly feel them. 

Step 4: Accept. Your imperfections are perfect. Your imperfections are what 

make you human. We all have obstacles to overcome. We all suffer. We are 

all on a journey. It‟s not a competition. It‟s a journey. And the journey has 

nothing to do with what other people have or how well they are doing what 
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they‟re doing. It has everything to do with what matters most to you, what 

you value, the person you want to be, what you want to do with your life, 

where you want to go. That‟s all you need to focus on. 

Step 5: Find inspiration. Find inspiration instead of comparison. Find 

inspiration in others, in other people‟s stories, learn from others‟ wisdom. 

There‟s a big difference between inspiration and comparison. Discover that 

difference.  

Be aware. Pause. Shift your focus. Accept. Find inspiration. 

There‟s a freedom in knowing – in truly knowing – that what we have, who 

we are – is already enough.  

How blessed are we to have shelter over our heads, food on our tables, 

clothes on our backs, people we love and who love us… how blessed are we? 

And the freedom found in comparing less, I promise you, is entirely worth 

the effort. 

I want to know what you thought about this episode. Leave me a review on 

iTunes or send me a message on the Calm Living Blueprint Facebook Page 

(are you a fan yet? If not, what are you waiting for, come join our 

community).  

„Til next time, 

I‟m Candice Esposito. 

Keep calm and carry on.  

 


